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The Forged Passport. 
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of cholee wine—Huyliger subsequently 
told me that there were 1,800 hottles of 
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Outlining the Plans He Had Made 
My Escape. 
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My first Impulse, after the man had 
left, was to get out of that house just 

08 soon as I could. I had the passport 

he had prepared for me, and 1 figured 

that even without further help I could 

now get to the border without very 

much difficulty, and when I got there 

I would have to use my own ingenuity 

to get through. 
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a spy and treated as such, 
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If I did, he would undoubtedly share 
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he had of mine were really of no use 
to him, and 1 have never been able to 

ascertalin why it was he wished to re- 

tain then unless they contained some 

thing—some information about me-— 

which accounted for his complete 

of attitude towards me in the 

first place, and he wanted the papers 

as evidence to account to his supe 

riors for his conduct towards me, 
When he first told me that the plan 

of placing me in a convent disguised 

us a priest had been abandoned he ex- 

plained it by saying that the cardinal 

had Issued orders to the priests to 
help no more fugitives, and I have 
since wondered whether there was 
anything In my papers which had 

turned him against me and led him to 

forsake me after all he had promised 
to do for me, 
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turn In my affairs, when the front door 
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men. One, I could readily see by the 
resemblance, was his own brother, 
The other was a stranger. 
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fugitives, and it is not to be wondered 

at that they are willing to take as few 

A man with a 

family, especially, does not feel jus 

tified in helping a stranger when he 
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pains, 

Although I suffered much from the 
attitude of Huyliger and his associates, 

I suppose I ought to hold no grudge 
against them in view of the uneanviable 

predicanvent in which they are io 
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We Supoose This Is So. 
In place of most of our tronbees we 

might easily have much worse ones. 
Albany Journah .  


